
Sermon Trinity 3 yr b 2021 

Job 38:1, 8-11, 2 Corinthians 5:14-17, Mark 4:35-41.  

Images of the sea and water wash through our readings today and we have 

the calming of the storm upon the Sea of Galilee as our gospel.  This last 

week I have had a few days off, the first since February last year as some 

of you know.  It has been good to be away even if some things follow you 

wherever you go like virtual meeting for school and a two day Naval 

conference.  I spent an afternoon without phone or contact at the sea on 

the Dorset/Devon border and lamented those times when away at sea 

when things were left behind and contact was limited.  Many of us who live 

“on-sea” rarely get out upon it, swim or rest beside it.   

Aside from a few fishermen on the Sea of Galilee the Jewish people were 

not sea-farers at all and yet the sea is a critical part of the Hebrew 

Scriptures and the story of Jesus on the relatively small, but storm prone, 

fresh water Sea of Galilee would have resonated deeply with Jewish 

readers and listeners.  The sea at the beginning of creation from which all 

life comes, the red sea through which the Hebrews pass to life and the 

Egyptians to death.  But then the great prophetic questions – and what will 

you do with your survival your life and your freedom? Will you flow with the 

will and desire of God or like Jonah that great sea story – sail away from 

God.  He was tossed into the sea to be rescued again for Gods purpose 

and not his own wilfulness.  What of you and me? 

Most of the parables and teachings of Jesus use land and non-sea 

metaphors but this episode upon the Sea of Galilee would have resonated 

and reinforced much else.  It was an episode too that went to the heart of 

the early church’s resilience in the face of persecution, evil and 

unimaginable suffering. 

The storm is a metaphor for suffering, evil and persecution.  But God has 

the power to save and does in Christ – though not always in the sense of 

making storms disappear or everything better and easy sailing.  Fair 

weather faith is of little use in this world.  The world is redeemed and 

saved by the cross not by tea and sympathy.  

We often used this episode of Jesus in the midst of the storm with trainees 

after they had passed through their initial training in the Navy.  Whether 



they would be of any use to fellow soldiers and sailors, their country or 

themselves would be tested in storms not fair weather.  Their training 

values and character would be everything.  The disciples look to somebody 

else to do something and seem cross and resentful towards Jesus’s and 
his confidence in God.  In the eye of any storm it is pointless being 

frightened and resentful of others – goodness me we have observed much 

of that in the church and society this last year or so. 

Parables will come to mind like the sowers seed being scorched by the sun 

on the rocky ground for it has no root or sown amongst thorns which like 

the cares of the world will smother and choke it… It isn’t that Jesus is not 
pastoral he is deeply empathetic with the challenges of life but calls us to 

faith in the midst of them – he shows us such empathy in his passion and 

death on the cross.  He is followed by the saints who do not attend to the 

marks of faith – of prayer, worship and care when all is well in their own 

lives but more often when all is not well.    

Our first reading is from the book of Job that amazing book of wisdom from 

the OT that deals with the problem of innocent suffering.  It rejects the view 

that suffering is always the result of sin. There is no doubt of Jobs 

goodness and no easy solution is offered.  The railing and questioning of 

God by good Job – we have a snippet from the end – only results in the 

statement of God’s omnipotence and the mystery of creation.  (And where 

were you pray tell me…..).  This could seem capricious and uncaring but 

the new creation in Christ comes with the innocent suffering of God Himself 

in Christ (Corinthians).  He is in the boat with us.  

We’ve been reminded much this last couple of years of the resilience and 

spirit of our war generation – now exemplified by our Queen who has 

shown such moral and spiritual wisdom and strength especially welcome 

given the vacuum of the national church leadership.  Some have shown the 

same in the face of our own crisis. 

I was fortunate a while back through my naval connections to assist at the 

funeral of Oliver a young member of that generation who was in many real 

storms and times of danger at an age  – though he became a commodore 

he was a civilian all his life.  Only 14 when war broke out in 1939 and as an 

apprentice was sent on the artic convoys.  The sea was harsh – ice cold 

and manual de-icing of the rigging lest the ship sink or topple. His ship the 



Botavon was torpedoed and sunk many were killed and the smell of fuel 

infested seas would linger in the Russian huts into which survivors were 

rescued and  sheltered. Returned to the UK before 1942 at the age of 17in 

Russian dress back to sea he went for the rest of the war culminating in the 

civilian support of the DDay landings on Juno beach.  The lessons of the 

storms of war were well learnt and he rose through the ranks from lad to 

commodore and master mariner.  There was a sense of inner victory and a 

survivors sense of purpose – telling the stories of those who didn’t survive 

and instilling, beneath a serious exterior a warmth, confidence and 

responsibility both between those under his command and for them for a 

lifetime at sea.   

There are no guarantees at sea or in life – the only assurance is the eternal 

companionship of God for those who have faith whether it be fair or foul. 

We are called to share for good our experiences even if harsh, and also the 

blessings of life, for they do not belong to us, for the sake of others.  Of 

course we will all identify at some time with the frightened fishermen, we 

must do what they do – what the story is asking us to do – wake Jesus up – 

the real Jesus.  

Pray to him whether in anger or fear - but expect to be asked a very 

sharp question along the lines of – when are you going to get some 

faith! But know:  He is always in the boat along side us. 
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